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Abstract

This document describes the Layer Two Tunneling protocol (L2TPv4). L2TPv4 defines implementation friendly and more secured encapsulation headers for carrying multiple Layer 2 connections between two IP nodes.
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1. Introduction

L2TP as originally defined in RFC 2661, is a standard method for tunneling Point-To-Point (PPP) [RFC 1661] sessions. L2TP is then modified in L2TPv3 for adoption of tunneling a number of other L2 protocols. This document describes L2TPv4 encapsulation headers (for data packets and control packets) that is implementation friendly and provides more security features. Irrespective of whether we carry L2TPv4 payload as IP layer payload [IP + L2TP + layer-2 header + payload] or transport layer payload [IP + UDP + L2TP + layer-2 header + payload], L2TPv4 encapsulation header format will be same.

The following header formats are described in following sections.

- L2TPv4 data packet header over IP or UDP
- L2TPv4 control packet header over IP or UDP

1.1. Changes from RFC 3931

Everything that is described in RFC 3931 will remain intact except the L2TP header formats for data packets and control packets. This draft document proposes to use common L2TPv4 data packet header format irrespective of the PSNs over which L2TPv4 is operating. This draft document also proposes to use common L2TPv4 control packet header format irrespective of the PSNs over which L2TPv4 is operating. L2TPv3 data and control header formats are different in cases when L2TPv3 is operating over IP or over UDP. This draft document proposes to replace those differences with similarities across PSNs.

L2TPv4 implementations MUST support L2TP over IP and should support L2TP over UDP for better NAT and firewall traversal, and for easier migration from previous L2TP implementations.

2. Conventions used in this document

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].
3. L2TPv4 data packet header format

L2TPv4 data packet header format is described in the following figure. This header format is same irrespective of PSNs [over IP, over UDP] over which L2TP is operating.

```
+------------------+-
|V|V|V|V|T|C|S|X|X|X|X|X|    L2TP Header Checksum       |
+------------------+-
|     Proto    |Proto Hdr Len  |    L2TP Payload Length        |
+------------------+-
|                     L2TP Session Id                           |
+------------------+-
|         Session Cookie (Optional, maximum 64 bits)            |
+------------------+-
```

Figure 1 L2TPv4 data packet header

VVVV:

A 4 bit field which indicates version of L2TP header. Its value is equal to 0100 for L2TPv4 data packet.

T:

A 1 bit field which indicates whether it is a data packet or control packet. Its value is equal to 0 for data packets.
C:
A 1 bit field which indicates header checksum is present inside L2TP header and needs to be validated. Checksum calculation is similar to IPv4 header checksum calculation as described in [RFC 1071]. For L2TP data packets directly operating over IP, it is recommended to set this bit and update the 16-bit checksum value inside L2TP header. This bit can be set to 0 in case L2TP is operating over UDP because UDP checksum can be used to provide integrity to L2TP header and its payload. If C bit is zero, checksum field MUST contain 0x0000 as 16 bit value. Checksum covers all bytes starting from first bit of L2TP header till last byte of session cookie value (if present).

S:
A 1 bit field which indicates session cookie value is present inside L2TP header and a comparison is required between this value and cookie present inside L2TP session context.

L2TP Header Checksum:
A 16 bit field which contains checksum value and covers entire L2TP header. This value should be written to all zeros before actually doing the checksum calculation on header bytes.

Proto:
An 8 bit field which contains the protocol value which L2TP is carrying inside as a payload. As described in [RFC 3931], this is equal to the pseudo-wire type. For example: If L2TP is used to carry PPP frames, the Pseudo-wire type PS-WIRE-PPP should be set as proto value inside L2TP header. This value of protocol is covered inside L2TP header integrity checksum.
Proto Header Length:

An 8 bit field which carries length of protocol header which is encapsulated inside L2TP protocol. As described in [RFC 3931], this is equal to the length of pseudo-wire header. For example: If L2TP is used to carry HDLC frames, the Pseudo-wire type PS-WIRE-HDLC should be set as proto value inside L2TP header and proto header length should be set to 4. For any encapsulation sequence, we always know how many bytes of pseudo-wire header are added before encapsulation of L2TP headers. This value of protocol header length is covered inside L2TP header integrity checksum.

L2TP Payload Length:

A 16 bit field which carries total length of L2TP payload. This value does not include L2TP header length. If L2TP is used to carry PPP frames, then L2TP payload length value is equal to sum of PPP header and PPP payload bytes.

L2TP Session ID:

A 32 bit field containing a non-zero identifier for a session as described in [RFC 3931].

L2TP Session Cookie:

The optional cookie field contains a variable length value (maximum 64 bits) used to check the association of a received data message with the session identified by the Session ID. It is as described in [RFC 3931].
3.1. Discussion

The above mentioned format of L2TP data message header shall be used irrespective of whether L2TP is operating over IP or over UDP. The main reason for not having L2TP header length inside L2TP header is to avoid guessing the actual session cookie length by intermediate entities. The prediction of session cookie by intermediate entities can compromise the L2TP security features.

If IPv4 protocol value is 115, and first 5 bits after end of IPv4 header are equal to 01000, then we MUST interpret the packet as L2TPv4 data packet.

If IPv4 protocol value is 17, then 8 bytes of UDP header will be present after IPv4 header. If operating over UDP, L2TP peers usually agree on a UDP port range. If UDP destination port falls in between that range and first 5 bits after UDP header are equal to 01000, then we MUST interpret the packet as L2TPv4 data packet.

Addition of version bits inside L2TP header flags makes it easier to define future versions of L2TP protocol. It is also easier for the implementations to switch between different versions dynamically when L2TP entity receives L2TP packets of different versions. This scenario can happen when multiple LAC with different L2TP versions establish tunnel with LNS which supports all versions of L2TP protocol.
4. L2TPv4 control packet header format

L2TPv4 data packet header format is described in the following figure. This header format is same irrespective of PSNs [over IP, over UDP] over which L2TP is operating.

```
0                   1                   2                   3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|V|V|V|V|T|C|S|X|X|X|X|X|X|X|X|X|    L2TP Header Checksum      |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|          Length               |    Reserved                   |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                     Control Connection Id                     |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|            Ns                 |         Nr                    |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Figure 2 L2TPv4 control packet header

VVVV:

A 4 bit field indicates the version of L2TP header. Its value is equal to 0100 for L2TPv4 control packet.

T:

A 1 bit field indicates whether it is a data packet or control packet. Its value is equal to 1 for control packets.
C:
A 1 bit field which indicates header checksum is present inside L2TP header and needs to be validated. Checksum calculation is similar to IPv4 header checksum calculation as described in [RFC 1071]. For L2TP data packets directly operating over IP, it is recommended to set this bit and update the 16-bit checksum value inside L2TP header. This bit can be set to 0 in case L2TP is operating over UDP because UDP checksum can be used to provide security to L2TP header and its payload. Checksum covers all bytes starting from first bit of L2TP header till last bit of Nr field.

S:
A 1 bit field indicates sequence numbers (Ns and Nr) are present inside L2TP control packet header.

L2TP Header Checksum:
A 16 bit field contains checksum value for L2TPv4 control packet header. This value should be written to all zeros before actually doing the checksum calculation on header bytes.

Length:
A 16 bit field carries length of control packet bytes. This is equal to the sum of L2TPv4 control header bytes and L2TPv4 control payload. This length is covered inside the checksum calculation of L2TPv4 control packet, if C bit is 1.

Control Connection ID:
A 32 bit field which carries control connection identifier. This value is detailed in RFC 3931.
Ns:

A 16 bit field carries control message sequence number for the sender of control message. Interpretation of this field is governed by [RFC 3931]. This field is present only if S bit is set in L2TPv4 flags.

Nr:

A 16 bit field carries last received message number which is used to acknowledge messages received by a L2TP peer. Interpretation of this field is governed by [RFC 3931]. This field is present only if S bit is set in L2TPv4 flags.

4.1. Discussion

This format of L2TP control message header shall be used irrespective of whether L2TP is operating over IP or over UDP. If IP protocol value is 115, and first 5 bits of L2TP header are equal to 01001, then we shall interpret the packet as L2TP control packet.

When operating directly over IP, L2TP packets lose the ability to take advantage of UDP checksum as a simple measure for packet integrity check, which is of a particular concern to L2TP control messages. That is the main reason to include L2TP header checksum as an optional field inside L2TPv4 headers. The presence or absence of actual checksum is controlled by C bit in L2TPv4 header flags.

If IP protocol value is 17, then 8 bytes of UDP header will be present after IP header. If operating over UDP, L2TP peers usually agree on a UDP port range. If UDP destination port falls in between that range and first 5 bits after UDP header are equal to 01001, then we shall interpret the packet as L2TPv4 control packet.
5. Security Considerations

This section addresses data header integrity concern. Optional header checksum field is added inside data packet header which is calculated over L2TP data header including variable length of session cookie field. If session cookie flag is set in data packet header, it is recommended that header checksum flag MUST be set to 1 for additional level of integrity check.

6. IANA Considerations

This draft document does not request any IANA action.

7. Conclusions

This draft document proposes header formats for L2TPv4 data and control packets which are implementation friendly and provides additional level of integrity check via new fields inside headers. The header formats of data packet and control packet are common whether we carry L2TP over IP or L2TP over UDP.
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Appendix A. Received Packet Processing

```c
void rcvd_packet_process(uint8_t *pkt_ptr)
{
    ip_hdr_ptr = (ip_hdr_t *)(pkt_ptr);
    if(115 == ip_hdr_ptr->protocol)
    {
        l2tp_hdr_ptr = (uint8_t *)(ip_hdr_ptr + ip_hdr_length);
        first_two_bytes = *((uint16_t *)(l2tp_hdr_ptr));
        if(0x4000 == first_two_bytes & 0x4800)
        {
            // this is L2TPv4 data packet
        }
        else if(0x4800 == first_two_bytes & 0x4800)
        {
            // this is L2TPv4 control packet
        }
        else
        {
            // MUST discard this packet
        }
    }
}```
else if(17 == ip_hdr_ptr->protocol)
{
    udp_hdr_ptr = (udp_hdr_t *)(ip_hdr_ptr + 1);

    if(l2tp_session_ptr->udp_min < udp_hdr_ptr->dest_port &&
        l2tp_session_ptr->udp_max > udp_hdr_ptr->dest_port &&
        l2tp_session_ptr->l2tp_over_udp == 1)
    {
        l2tp_hdr_ptr = (l2tp_hdr_t *)(udp_hdr_ptr + 1);
        first_two_bytes = *((uint16_t *)(l2tp_hdr_ptr));
        if(0x4000 == first_two_bytes & 0x4800)
        {
            // this is L2TPv4 data packet
        }
        else if(0x4800 == first_two_bytes & 0x4800)
        {
            // this is L2TPv4 control packet
        }
        else
        {
            // MUST discard this packet
        }
    }
}
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Appendix B. Packet Header Encapsulation Processing

```c
void l2tp_data_packet_sender(uint8_t *pkt_ptr,
                              uint16_t pkt_len,
                              void *l2tp_session_context)
{

  switch(l2tp_session_context->pw_type)
  {
    case 'PPP':
      l2_hdr_size = 4;
      l2_hdr_ptr = pkt_ptr - l2_hdr_size;
      *((uint32_t *)(l2tp_hdr_ptr)) = layer_2_hdr_value;
      break;
    case 'HDLC':
      l2_hdr_size = 4;
      l2_hdr_ptr = pkt_ptr - l2_hdr_size;
      *((uint32_t *)(l2tp_hdr_ptr)) = layer_2_hdr_value;
      break;
    case 'consider other cases also'
      break;
    default:
      break;
  }
}```
// Time to Add L2TPv4 data header

// 2 byte flags + 2 byte header checksum + 1 byte proto +
// 1 byte proto_len + 2 byte payload_len + 4 byte session id
// Total fixed size = 12 bytes

uint8_t l2tp_hdr_size = 12;
if(1 == l2tp_session_context->cookie_set)
{
    l2tp_hdr_size += l2tp_session_context->cookie_len;
}

l2tp_hdr_ptr = l2_hdr_ptr - l2tp_hdr_size;
l2tp_hdr_ptr->flags.version = 0x4; // L2TPv4
l2tp_hdr_ptr->flags.T_bit = 0; // data packet
if(l2tp_session_context->l2tp_over_ip)
{
    l2tp_hdr_ptr->flags.C_bit = 1;
}
else
{
    l2tp_hdr_ptr->flags.C_bit = 0; // UDP checksum is enough
}
if(l2tp_session_context->cookie_set)
{
    l2tp_hdr_ptr->flags.S_bit = 1;
}

l2tp_hdr_ptr->checksum = 0x0000;
l2tp_hdr_ptr->proto = l2tp_session_context->pw_type;
l2tp_hdr_ptr->proto_hdr_len = l2_hdr_size;
l2tp_hdr_ptr->payload_len = pkt_len + l2_hdr_len;
l2tp_hdr_ptr->session_id = l2tp_session_context->session_id;
if(l2tp_hdr_ptr->flags.S_bit)
{
    memcpy(l2tp_hdr_ptr + 12,      // destination
            l2tp_session_ptr->cookie, // source
            l2tp_session_ptr->cookie_len); // length
}

if(l2tp_hdr_ptr->flags.C_bit)
{
    l2tp_hdr_ptr->checksum =
        checksum(l2tp_hdr_ptr, 12 + l2tp_session_ptr->cookie_len);
}
} // end of pseudo function
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